Abstract-This paper theoretically describes effective suppression of higher order modes (HOMs) in realistic large-hollow-core photonic band-gap fibers (PBGFs) and utilizes the use of this class of waveguides for low-loss data-transmission applications and high-power beam delivery systems. The proposed design strategy is based on the resonant-coupling mechanism of central air-core modes with defected outer core modes. By incorporating six 7-unit-cell air cores in the cladding of the PBGF with sixfold symmetry, it is possible by resonantly coupling the light corresponding to the HOMs in a central 19-unit-cell core into the outer 7-unit-cell core, thus significantly increasing the leakage losses of the HOMs in comparison to those of fundamental mode. We consider a realistic PBGF structure with hexagonal airholes having rounded corners and derive a surface-mode-free condition of a silica-ring thickness surrounding the hollow core for both 7-unit-cell and 19-unit-cell cores. Verification regarding the propagation properties of the proposed design is ensured with a PBGF analysis based on a finite element modal solver. Numerical results show that the leakage losses of the HOMs can be enhanced in a level of at least three orders of magnitude over 200-nm wavelength range in comparison to those of the fundamental mode, while in addition, we show that the incorporation of a realistic air core with optimized silica-ring thickness can eliminate surface modes and achieve strong confinement into the central core and very low η-factor for the fundamental mode.
Potential use of PBGFs becomes clearer when the unique properties of PBGFs can be directly related to the qualitatively novel functionalities. For example, the ability to guide light in a hollow core suggests a new technological regime of transmission with low attenuation [3] , [4] , high-power delivery with low nonlinearities [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , or nonlinear optics applications [10] , [11] .
Perhaps, the main technological issue that exists when guiding light through hollow-core PBGFs is the inevitable presence of higher order modes (HOMs), where, in the particular case of large cores, they exhibit leakage losses which are sometimes comparable to those of the fundamental mode. Although suppression of HOMs can be observed in small-core PBGFs [12] , [13] , there exists a fundamental limit of scattering losses due to the surface-roughness scattering [14] , which prohibits further reduction of the fiber's attenuation to the level of the conventional fiber. One possible solution to overpass this limit is to consider large-hollow-core PBGFs, leading the multimode operation. In order to enhance the suppression of HOMs in microstructured optical fibers, an index-matching mechanism between the HOMs in the central core and the much leaky outer core modes or cladding modes around a certain wavelength range has been introduced [15] [16] [17] , and recently, this intuitive idea has also been adapted to suppress the HOMs in hollowcore PBGFs [18] for effective single-mode operation. In our previous investigation, although the suppression of HOMs was possible, a hollow-core PBGF with circular airholes in the cladding and a nonrealistic core and cladding interface was considered [18] . However, in a practically fabricated hollowcore PBGF, the cladding airholes tend to be noncircular with a close-to-hexagonal shape at large air-filling fractions, and the hollow core also tends to be hexagonal with rounded corners [19] , [20] .
In this paper, we show that the suppression of HOMs in hollow-core PBGFs with realistic airholes in the cladding and core/cladding interface can be successfully achieved through the resonant-coupling mechanism of central air-core modes with defected outer core modes that we have proposed in [18] . Our primary target is derivation of a surface-mode-free condition for the silica-ring thickness surrounding the hollow core for both 7-unit-cell and 19-unit-cell air cores. Then, by incorporating six 7-unit-cell air cores, which are free of surface mode, in the cladding of the PBGF with sixfold symmetry, it is possible by resonantly coupling the light corresponding to the HOMs in the central 19-unit-cell core into the outer 7-unit-cell core, thus significantly increasing the leakage losses of the HOMs in comparison to those of the fundamental mode. We perform numerical simulations using a modal solver based on the finite element method (FEM) [21] , [22] , and we show that the leakage losses of the HOMs can be enhanced in a level of at least three orders of magnitude over 200-nm wavelength range in comparison to those of the fundamental mode, while in addition, we show that the incorporation of a realistic hollow core with the optimized silica-ring thickness can achieve strong confinement into the central core without surface mode and very low η-factor for the fundamental mode even in the case that the core-surrounding silica-ring thickness does not satisfy an antiresonant condition [4] .
II. SUPPRESSION OF SURFACE MODES IN LARGE-HOLLOW-CORE PBGFS
Since the motivation of our investigation is to design realistic large-hollow-core effective single-mode PBGFs with a broadband transmission, we have to appropriately determine the fiber's structural parameters. In order to obtain large PBG in the cladding, we need a very high air-filling fraction, which leads the cladding airholes to tend to be hexagonal in shape with rounded corners, as shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1(a) , we model an idealized but realistic standard 7-unit-cell hollowcore PBGF, where the cladding holes were represented by hexagons with rounded corners described by the relative hole diameter d/Λ and the relative diameter of curvature at the corners d c /Λ [23] , [24] with Λ as the hole pitch. The corners of the pentagons surrounding the hollow core are rounded using circles of relative diameter d c /Λ [24] . The hexagonal core with rounded corners is defined by a thin silica ring of nearly constant thickness t at the boundary of the cladding [20] . The 7-unit-cell hollow-core size is not so large, and therefore, such core design makes it difficult to suppress the scattering losses due to the surface roughness [4] . In order to form a larger hollow-core PBGF, we can remove three rows of tubes, and the resulting structure is shown in Fig. 1(b) . We will refer to this type of PBGF as a PBGF with a 19-unit-cell core. In a fabricated hollow-core PBGF with quite similar fiber cross section shown in Fig. 1 , in general, not only air-guiding modes which concentrate most of their energy in the air-core region but also surface modes which localize energy at the core-cladding interface are supported. It is known that the coupling between the air-guiding mode and the surface mode is a major source of propagation loss in hollow-core PBGF [25] and this coupling, which results in the reduction of the transmission bandwidth, making the presence of surface modes the limitation for the development of hollow-core PBGF with low attenuation and a broadband transmission spectrum [20] . Recently, AmezcuaCorrea et al. have reported that elimination of the surface modes can be achieved by optimizing the silica-ring thickness [20] ; however, the silica-ring thickness has been optimized only for the 7-unit-cell PBGF shown in Fig. 1(a) , with a particular value of d/Λ = 0.95. Here, we increase the airhole diameter up to d/Λ = 0.97 in the cladding to obtain broader transmission spectrum and to optimize the silica-ring thickness not only for the 7-unit-cell PBGF but also the 19-unit-cell PBGF.
For the structures shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b), in order to study the impact of the silica ring surrounding the hollow core, in conjunction with the suppression of the surface modes in Fig. 2 , we show a contour color-map representation of the power fraction in the air core as a function of the normalized silicaring thickness and the operating wavelength, for the following: 1) the 7-unit-cell hollow-core PBGF and 2) the 19-unit-cell hollow-core PBGF. The design parameters were chosen as follows: relative airhole diameters d/Λ = 0.97, d c /Λ = 0.55 [20] , and d c /Λ = 0.317 [20] , and the normalized silica-ring thickness T is varied in the range 0.45 ≤ T ≤ 0.70, where the normalized silica-ring thickness is defined as [20] 
The hole pitch Λ = 4 µm was chosen to obtain a band gap centered around 1550-nm wavelength range. In Fig. 2 , red color corresponds to regions where the fundamental air-guiding mode is strongly confined in the hollow core, while yellow color corresponds to coupling between the fundamental airguiding mode with surface modes or cladding modes, and the blue color corresponds to outside the PBG region. From these results, we can clearly see that, for both cases of 7-unit-cell and 19-unit-cell hollow-core PBGFs, we may find a wide range of normalized silica-ring thickness and operating wavelengths within which the power fraction of light guided into the air core is almost 100% over a wavelength range without any surface modes, and we can conclude that the optimized normalized silica-ring thickness is T ≈ 0.5 for both the 7-unit-cell and 19-unit-cell PBGFs, as reported in [20] .
III. SUPPRESSION OF HOMS IN LARGE-HOLLOW-CORE PBGFS
For the structures in Fig. 1 , the effective-refractive-index curves as a function of the operational wavelength λ are shown in Fig. 3 , which are computed through a full-vector FEM modal solver [21] , where the normalized airhole diameters d/Λ = 0.97, d c /Λ = 0.55, and d c /Λ = 0.317, the hole pitch Λ = 4.0 µm, and the silica-ring thickness t = 0.5(Λ − d) to prevent the existence of surface modes derived in the previous section, and the refractive indexes of air and silica are 1.0 and 1.45, respectively. The air-filling fraction f of the cladding structure is given by
The PBGF with d/Λ = 0.97 and d c /Λ = 0.55 has f ≈ 0.913. In particular, Fig. 3(a) shows the computed effective-refractiveindex curve of the fundamental mode in the 7-unit-cell PBGF shown in Fig. 1(a) , and Fig. 3(b) shows the effective-refractiveindex curves of the fundamental mode in the 19-unit-cell PBGF shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 3 , we can clearly see that the curve corresponding to the fundamental mode in the small-core PBGF is quite close to the curves corresponding to the effective refractive indexes of the HOMs in the large-core PBGF. This fact can enable the index-matching mechanism to take place by bringing the two cores (19-unit-cell central core and 7-unit-cell outer core) close to each other, thus enabling resonant coupling over a certain wavelength regime. The phenomenon is expected to be enhanced further and to be a polarization-independent operation if we place more outer cores while keeping the sixfold symmetry around the central core in the PBGF as proposed in [18] . In order to enable the index-matching mechanism to occur between the HOM in 19-unit-cell core and the fundamental mode in 7-unit-cell core, we proceed by incorporating six 7-unit-cell cores into the cladding surrounding the central 19-unit-cell core to expect a polarization-independent operation, as shown in Fig. 4 . Introducing several outer cores close to the central core would increase the leakage losses of the HOMs in comparison to those of the fundamental mode. In such structure, although HOMs still exist in the central core, we can talk for an effective single-mode operation over a certain wavelength window. In this case, there is only one airhole between the two adjacent cores, since we want to obtain a strong coupling (such a strong coupling cannot be achieved when using more periods to isolate the two cores). If the resonant coupling occurs at a particular wavelength, an avoided crossing event of the guided modes causes a resonant peak with a Lorentzian shape in the leakage-loss spectrum. However, a strong coupling between the fundamental HE 11 -like mode in Fig. 4 . Schematic cross section of the realistic large-hollow-core PBGF profile with a sixfold symmetric distribution of outer cores in the cladding for effective single-mode operation. The index-matching mechanism can enable the resonant coupling of the HOMs of the central core to the outer cores for HOMs suppression, while the optimized silica-ring thickness surrounding the air cores can eliminate the surface modes. the 7-unit-cell core and the HOMs in the 19-unit-cell core can be expected for a broad wavelength region due to the fact that the effective index of the fundamental mode in the 7-unit-core PBGF is quite close to that of the HOMs in the 19-unit-core PBGF over the entire PBG range. Such resonant peaks in the leakage-loss spectrum will not appear. Therefore, broadband leakage-loss enhancement can be expected in the PBGFs, as shown in Fig. 4 . This is an advantage of our proposed structure, to obtain effective single-mode operation over a wide wavelength range. Fig. 5 shows the computed leakage-loss properties of the structure in Fig. 4 as a function of the operational wavelength by using a FEM modal solver incorporating anisotropic perfectly matched layers as absorbing boundary conditions to evaluate the leakage losses described in detail in [21] and the references therein. Here, we briefly list the most important definitions. For a given frequency ω = ck = c2π/λ (where c is velocity of light and k and λ are the free-space wavenumber and wavelength, respectively), numerical calculation provides us with a complex propagation constant γ(ω) = β(ω) + iα(ω) where β is the usual propagation constant component along the fiber axis associated with the mode, and α is the attenuation constant associated with the exponential decay along the fiber axis. We present the attenuation on a decibel-scale by 20 × log 10 (e) × α ∼ = 8.686 × α. In particular, Fig. 5(a) shows the evaluation of the leakage losses for the original 19-unit-cell hollow-core PBGF without defected cores and Fig. 5(b) with defected cores in the cladding. The various curves correspond to different modes, namely, the fundamental HE 11 -like mode (solid thick curve), the higher order TE 01 -like mode (solid thin curves), the higher order TM 01 -like mode (dashed curves), and the degenerated higher order HE 21 -like mode (dotted curves). 19-unit-cell hollow-core PBGF without defected outer cores in the cladding, we can clearly observe that the leakage losses corresponding to the higher order TE 01 -like mode are comparable to those of the fundamental HE 11 -like mode and that the difference of the leakage losses between the fundamental mode and the HOMs of TM 01 -like and HE 21 -like mode is less than one order of magnitude, whereas the 19-unit-cell hollow-core PBGF with outer cores exhibits an effective single-mode operation from 1.48-to 1.68-µm wavelength range (namely over a 200-nm bandwidth), with the leakage-loss level of the fundamental mode to remain below 0.1 dB/km. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , the leakage-loss level of the HOMs stays above 100 dB/km, leading to the suppression of HOMs. Therefore, the leakage losses of the HOMs have been enhanced by three orders of magnitude over a 200-nm wavelength window. Note that the destruction of the perfect periodic structure in the cladding caused by the existence of the outer cores also increases the leakage loss of the air-core modes to some extent. However, this contribution is not significantly large, because the difference of the leakage loss of the fundamental HE 11 -like mode with and without outer cores is small (approximately one order of magnitude) as shown in Fig. 5 . On the other hand, the difference of the leakage loss of the HOMs in these two structures is very large (more than four orders of magnitude). From these results, we can conclude that the enhancement of the leakage losses of HOMs comes from the strong coupling between the central large core and the adjacent outer cores. It is difficult to point out the critical value which causes an appropriate index matching enough to effectively enhance the leakage loss of the HOMs, because this value is strongly dependent on the coupling coefficient between the HOMs and the outer core modes and the leakage-loss level of the HOMs of the PBGFs without the outer cores. However, we can say that the effective index difference between the fundamental HE 11 -like mode in a small hollow core and the HOMs in a large hollow core should be less than 10 −3 in the proposed PBGFs. In Fig. 5 , we have presented the leakage loss as a function of the wavelength for the hollow-core PBGF that has d/Λ = 0.97. In order to derive the structural parameter of d/Λ = 0.97, the d/Λ was varied from 0.95 to 0.98, and we have confirmed that, in every case, the leakage loss of the HOMs can be enhanced to some extent by the resonant coupling. For smaller values of d/Λ (< 0.96), additional airhole rings are required to lower the leakage loss of the fundamental mode below 0.1 dB/km or less. In addition, for larger values of d/Λ (> 0.98), the PBG range can be widened, but the leakage-loss level of the HOMs cannot be enhanced up to 100 dB/km. Based on these facts, we can say that d/Λ = 0.97 is the best parameter choice for the proposed PBGFs. We have chosen d c /Λ = 0.55 as the most common value, as mentioned in [20] , since d c /Λ does not depend significantly on the fiber properties such as effective indexes, leakage-loss level, etc.
In order to ensure that the proposed structure in Fig. 4 can be successfully used as a data transmission or high-power delivery system, a very crucial quantity is the available effective mode area of the structure. In Fig. 6 , we show the calculated effective mode area in square micrometer as a function of the operating wavelength for the proposed 19-unit-cell hollow-core PBGF. Regarding the effective mode area of the fiber core A eff , we use the following definition:
where E is the electric field vector, and S denotes the whole fiber cross section. As can be clearly seen from the result, the effective mode area remains above 130 µm 2 over 200-nm wavelength band. The effective mode area in this case is a little bit larger than that of a conventional single-mode fiber, thus enabling the potential use of the proposed structure as a platform for information transmission with low loss and low nonlinearity or for high-power beam delivery. The sharp peak which occurs around the operating wavelength of λ = 1.774 µm is associated with the coupling of the fundamental mode to the surface mode that is newly generated by the different condition from PBGFs without outer cores. In other words, the surface mode occurs between the silica ring of the inner core and that of the outer cores. The sharp peak around λ = 1.813 µm is associated with the coupling of the fundamental mode to the cladding modes. However, using the optimized silica-ring thickness, there are no such coupling events inside low-loss transmission range, namely, from 1.48-to 1.68-µm wavelength. When the field intensity at the glass/air interface or light-inglass power fraction is increased, the scattering losses due to the roughness of the silica-ring surface are enlarged [4] , [14] . To avoid increasing the power in the silica ring surrounding the core, Roberts et al. [4] proposed to design the width of the silica ring around the core to satisfy the antiresonant condition [26] , [27] at the midgap wavelength, in addition to the enlargement of the core radius, by removing 19 airholes to form the core [14] . This structure is one of the candidates for the realization of ultimate low-loss PBGFs, with the lowest limitation of the loss that has been estimated in [14] . However, the loss reduction in the structure has a consequence to reduce the available operational bandwidth because of the large number of anticrossing events between air-core and surface modes. If we can push the anticrossing events between air-core and surface modes out of the PBG range, the dominant factor of loss in hollow-core PBGFs is the scattering loss due to the roughness of the silica-ring surface, and this loss is proportional to the value of η-factor [4] , where the η-factor is defined as the normalized overlap integration of the power in the silica ring as follows: where E and H are the electric and magnetic fields of the fundamental mode, respectively, and z is the unit vector along the fiber axis. Fig. 7 shows the wavelength dependence of the power fraction in the air core (solid curve) and the η-factor (dashed curve) for the proposed 19-unit-cell hollow-core PBGF. We can clearly see the inverse relation between the power fraction in the air core and the η-factor. The fundamental mode is tightly confined in the hollow-core region, and the percentage of the power in the core was found to be larger than 99% from 1.48-to 1.68-µm wavelength. In addition, due to its large core radius, a very low η-factor was obtained, which leads to the guidance of light with low attenuation. We note that the lowest η-factor attained for this fiber is 1.5 × 10 −4 at 1.56-µm wavelength, which is one order of magnitude lower than the minimum found in the 19-unit-cell air-core PBGFs with an antiresonant core surround [4] , and that this η-factor is the lowest value for singlemode hollow-core PBGFs reported so far.
In order to visualize the index-matching phenomenon which gives rise to the strong coupling of the HOMs in the central core to the outer cores, and which is responsible for the effective single-mode operation of the proposed structure, in Fig. 8(a) , we plot the z-component of the Poynting vector of the fundamental HE 11 -like mode at a wavelength of λ = 1.55 µm, while in Fig. 8(b) , we show the z-component of the Poynting vector of the higher order TM 01 -like mode at a wavelength of λ = 1.60 µm. It is evident that the fundamental mode is confined nicely into the air core of the fiber; on the other hand, there is an obvious coupling of the HOMs into the much leaky outer core modes. If the outer cores are absent in the cladding, such coupling does not occur, and the HOM is confined into the central core strongly.
IV. CONCLUSION
To conclude the present investigation, we have shown that, with a particular engineering of the cladding in PBGFs, incorporating resonant-guiding structures, we can achieve selective suppression of unwanted modes in a large-hollow-core PBGF. If sufficient suppression of unwanted modes is achieved, the fiber can be considered effectively single-moded, and critical transmission impairments can be avoided. More interestingly, suppressing HOMs can actually reduce the fundamental loss limit by relaxing a practical constraint on the core size and, thus, the interaction of transmitted light with surface irregularities. HOM-suppressed designs are then one strategy for improving the fundamental loss limit, which is a key obstacle to using air-core fibers for transmission. In addition, the incorporation of a realistic air core with an optimized silica-ring thickness can eliminate the surface modes and can achieve strong confinement into the central core and very low η-factor for the fundamental mode. Extensive numerical simulations presented here show that significant suppression of HOMs is possible for fibers similar to those used in the lowest loss air-core simulations and experiments. Our proposed structure exhibits the following propagation characteristics: effective single-mode operation from 1.48-to 1.68-µm wavelength range with the leakage losses of the HOMs to be enhanced up to a level of (100 dB/km) in comparison to the fundamental mode (0.1 dB/km), low η-factor level of 1.5 × 10 −4 , and an effective mode area of about 130 µm 2 .
